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3061 Behind the scenes 

“You came just in time!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid of the amount of the sky demon essence, but he was afraid that there was 

some kind of power controlling it underground, and not releasing it! 

“Dragon Soul! Time to eat!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the Dragon’s edge with both hands and thrust it into the ground. 

There was no need for him to burn his spiritual energy. The dark Dragon Soul itself had extremely strong 

power. It started to absorb the surrounding sky demon essence. 

However, the amount of sky demon essence this time was huge. It would take three to five minutes to 

absorb and digest it. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to use the Dragon’s edge for at most ten minutes. 

But if another wave of demonic soldiers came, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to hold them off alone. 

“Everyone, try to gather together. Don’t run around!” 

“Although Childe Zhufeng has the situation under control, the danger is not over yet!” Wu longyin said 

solemnly. I’ll be able to protect everyone after we gather!” 

Everyone had already faced two deaths together. At this moment, they were naturally extremely United. 

They gathered together as much as possible to reduce the protection range of Wu longyin and save 

some Zhen Yuan. 

However, Taiyi frowned and said, ” “The demon soldiers aren’t scary. What’s scary is the Black Hand 

behind the scenes!” 

“The mastermind?” 

Wu longyin’s expression was slightly startled, ” “Senior, are you referring to … Zhu tianzong and Xu 

gengnian?” 

Taiyi nodded but didn’t say anything. 

In fact, the six-party alliance had already joined hands with Shen Gongbao. When the six-party alliance 

appeared, Shen Gongbao would also appear. 

If they joined forces to attack Chen Xiaobei now, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

If the heavens do not grant one’s wish, what one fears will come! 

The demon soldiers didn’t charge out. Instead, dozens of figures rapidly approached from the left. 
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Shen Gongbao was in the lead, followed by Lu Yue and his first disciple Zhou Xin. 

Mo lihai carried a Jasper lute and followed behind. 

Zhu tianzong, Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, Canaan Yu, Qin Yitian, Poseidon, and more than fifty senior 

members of the six-party alliance all held weapons in their hands and were full of fighting spirit. 

“Chen Xiaobei! I haven’t seen you for so long, did you miss me?” 

Shen Gongbao held the nine-toothed rake in his hand. His black robe was fluttering in the wind. He had 

a strong aura and his arrogant voice was full of confidence. 

“Shen Gongbao, you’ve suffered countless losses in my hands, yet you still dare to find trouble with me. 

Do you really think that failure is the mother of success? Aren’t you tired of fighting and losing?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone was cold as he glared at Shen gongpao. He did not show any sign of fear. 

“That’s right!” “I lost to you many times before, but at least I’m still alive!” Shen Gongbao said coldly. As 

long as I’m still breathing, I have a chance to make a comeback! Don’t forget, only when you have the 

last laugh can you have the best laugh!” 

“You’re that confident?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Of course!” 

Shen Gongbao said confidently, ” originally, my plan was to let the heavenly demonic elixir and the 

undying Yimo consume all your spiritual Qi. Then, you will die without a burial place! I didn’t expect that 

you’ve already upgraded the demonic Dragon’s edge to the point where it can devour the heavenly 

demonic elixir!” 

“But what I didn’t expect was that you were so careless that you allowed the demonic Dragon 

tribulation to absorb a huge amount of the heavenly demonic elixir! You won’t be able to use it for at 

least ten minutes!” 

“That was a full ten minutes!” 

Shen Gongbao sneered and said,”it only takes a few seconds for the winner to be decided!” If you start a 

war now, you will only have the nine heavenly locks net and the earth escape immortal Gu to use!” 

“Ancestor nine Yin and I each have a heaven immortal artifact. Ancestor nine Yin will block the nine 

heavenly locking net, while I’ll use the nine-toothed rake to cut off your escape route! May I ask, how 

are you going to fight?” 

Hearing this, not only Shen Gongbao, but all the enemies also showed a confident smile, as if victory was 

already in their hands. 

Because Shen Gongbao’s analysis was actually the most realistic debate. 

If the battle continued like that, Chen Xiaobei would lose without a doubt. 

Moreover, Shen Gongbao still had a trump card in his hand. 



As long as the Jade Rabbit beauty was not out of danger, even if there were changes in the battle 

situation, Shen Gongbao still had room to turn around. 

Because of that, no matter what he did, Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning. 

I’m only going to kill Chen Zhufeng in this battle. It has nothing to do with anyone else! 

Shen Gongbao coldly glanced at the 2000 people and arrogantly said, ” “As long as you all come over 

and eat a small biscuit each, I can spare your lives! If you still want to stand by Chen Zhufeng’s side, then 

don’t blame my divine fairy instrument for being blind!” 

Obviously, Shen Gongbao was in an awkward situation. 

The clan of enlightenment was very disappointed in him after the repeated failures, and their support 

for him had decreased greatly. 

Only Lu Yue, Zhou Xin, and Mo lihai were left by Shen Gongbao’s side. 

He lacked money, manpower, and everything else. 

For this reason, Shen Gongbao exchanged some high-grade heavenly dog food. Even if it could only be 

used to collect loyal dogs below seven-star earthly immortal, it was better than nothing. 

Expanding their influence and stopping the war was Chen Xiaobei’s strategy. It was also the strategy that 

Lu Yue had suggested Shen Gongbao to learn. 

Taking in these 2000 people was the first step in Shen Gongbao’s counterattack. 

However, the ideal was beautiful, but the reality was cruel. 

“Stop dreaming! Childe Chen has saved us twice! If we leave him now, we’ll be ungrateful!” 

“Well said! Without Childe Chen, we’ve already died twice. We’re not afraid of another one!” 

“You bitch, you only know how to loot a burning house! If you have the guts, wait for Childe Chen’s 

Black blade to return to normal. Then, we’ll have a fair fight and Childe Chen will destroy all of you!” 

The attitude of the two thousand people was very firm. 

For one, they were grateful to Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of their hearts and did not want to betray 

him. 

Secondly, they had long guessed that this conspiracy was related to the six-party alliance. There was no 

reason to betray their benefactors and follow the enemy. 

Third, and most importantly, Shen Gongbao wanted them to eat a kind of biscuit in order to survive. 

Even a fool could guess that it was definitely not a good thing! If he really ate it, it would be equivalent 

to sending a sheep into the Tiger’s mouth! 

That was why none of the 2000 people betrayed Chen Xiaobei. They were all gathered together with 

determination. 



“A bunch of idiots! Since you all want to die with Chen Zhufeng, I’ll fulfill your wish!” Shen Gongbao was 

furious. His original plan was to recruit a group of loyal dogs and then quickly expand his power. 

However, he didn’t even get a single loyal dog! 

This face-smacking was simply too loud! 

“Wait! I’m willing to go!” 

At this moment, Taiyi stepped forward and walked slowly toward the local camp. 

“Hmph! Finally, there’s a smart person!” 

Shen Gongbao grinned. a wise man submits to circumstances. Don’t worry. I won’t mistreat you! 

“Why did he go over?” 

All of a sudden, everyone on Chen Xiaobei’s side looked at him with disdain. “What a spineless coward!” 
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Taiyi walked toward the enemy. 

This was because only those who participated in the winter solstice festival could have the ‘three realms 

illustrations’. 

Therefore, Shen Gongbao and Lu Yue couldn’t figure out Taiyi’s identity from his young appearance. 

As for Taiyi’s cultivation, Shen Gongbao was about to release his primordial spirit territory to check it out 

but Chen Xiaobei distracted him. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the nineclock heavenly net, which caused a huge energy wave. 

“Mo lihai! Give him a piece of dog food!” Shen Gongbao ordered as he held the nine-toothed rake with 

both hands, watching Chen Xiaobei’s every move. 

Not only Shen gongpao, but all the enemies ‘attention was on Chen Xiaobei. 

No one tried to pry into Taiyi’s cultivation. 

Of course, the main reason was that after reincarnation, Taiyi looked like a young man in his twenties. 

In the eyes of the enemy, Taiyi’s strength was not that strong. A high-grade heavenly dog biscuit was 

enough to solve the problem. 

Mo lihai took out a piece of high-grade heavenly dog biscuit and handed it to Taiyi, but he didn’t force 

him to eat it. 

This was because mo lihai was the six-eared macaque. 

Even though six-eared macaque could not tell who Tai Yi was, Chen Xiaobei would have a better chance 

of winning if Shen gongpao lost one of his loyal dogs. 
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But to six-eared macaque’s surprise, Taiyi ate the dog food without a second thought. 

Seeing that Chen Xiaobei had only taken out the ninesuns Sky Net and did not do anything else, Shen 

Gongbao turned to look at Taiyi. 

He took the time to complete the loyal dog’s master recognition process. 

In this way, Shen Gongbao was completely at ease with Taiyi. 

“Elder Zhu! Are you ready?” 

“You strike down the nine heavenly locking net, and I’ll cut off the underground escape route!” Shen 

gongbaoning said with a smile. Chen Zhufeng will definitely die today!” 

“Of course I’m ready! I’ve been dreaming of killing Chen Zhufeng with my own hands!” 

Zhu tianzong squinted his eyes at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “Chen Zhufeng! You destroyed the three 

thousand Peaks of the heavenly Yin! He slaughtered millions of people of heavenly Yin! [ today is the day 

I take my revenge! ] I’ll make sure you die a horrible death! I’ll make you regret everything you’ve 

done!” 

“Don’t be in such a hurry!” 

I’m going to die soon! Can’t you let me die knowing why? ” Chen Xiaobei said. Who is that beauty under 

the moon?” 

Zhu tianzong didn’t know the cause and effect, so he looked at Shen Gongbao. 

“Chen Zhufeng! To think that you’ve been smart your whole life, but in the end, you still can’t get past a 

beauty!” 

Shen Gongbao grinned hideously and said, ” that beauty under the moon is no one. She’s just an illusion 

created by mo lihai with the song of rainbow under the moon! I’ve predicted your affair with Chang ‘e 

and used her as bait. Even if you know it’s a pit of fire, you’ll still jump in without hesitation!” 

“Oh! It turns out that the beauty under the moon is nobody!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and finally let out a sigh of relief. I knew it! You’re just a useless immortal who has 

been banished to the mortal world. How could you touch a true immortal like sister Chang ‘e? ” 

“Ha, what’s the use of knowing the truth now?” “From the moment you stepped into the demonic 

remains, you were destined to be unable to escape!” Shen Gongbao laughed disdainfully. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Prepare to die!” Zhu tianzong coldly laughed. 

“Hahaha! This trip was not in vain! He had to watch Chen Zhufeng get killed with his own eyes! This can 

be considered as us venting out the anger in our hearts!” Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu were 

all beaming with joy. They were all in a good mood. 

When they were at the Xuanyuan family, Chen Xiaobei had smashed their faces one after another. Now, 

they could finally vent their anger. 



Poseidon, the god of the sea of the temple of the gods, narrowed his eyes and said with disdain, ” this is 

so disappointing. I thought there would be a huge battle. I didn’t expect that it would be a one-sided 

victory. This is so boring. 

Behind him, more than 50 senior executives of the six-party alliance also sneered disdainfully. 

In their eyes, the outcome of this battle was already decided. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Accept your death!” 

Zhu tianzong roared and took out a fist-sized Pearl! 

The Pearl was blood red in color, with an amber-colored pattern in the middle. It looked like a blood-red 

eyeball with an amber-colored vertical pupil! 

If it was really an eyeball, it must belong to some kind of powerful demon! 

That’s right! This was the sect-guarding treasure of heavenly Yin Hall! 

The heavenly Yin divine Pearl! 

The Pearl was enough to nullify one of the nine heavenly lock net’s power. 

In this way, the nineclock heavenly net would lose all of its spiritual Qi and would not be able to activate 

its power a second time. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At the same time, Shen Gongbao waved the nine-toothed rake in a very high-profile manner and said 

triumphantly, ” “Chen Zhufeng! Are you ready? Your life is coming to an end, and the last person to 

laugh will always be me, Shen Gongbao! Hahaha …” 

The nine-toothed rake was originally a divine weapon, but its power was greatly sealed after it came to 

the human world. 

After Shen Gongbao got the nine-toothed rake, he asked the Vice sect leader of the clan of 

enlightenment, dipamkara Taoist, to remove part of the seal, so that he could still exert the power of a 

one-star earth-god! 

The ground would be pierced through if the rake was swung down! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei used his earth escape divine gourd, it would be blocked by force and he would not 

be able to escape! 

There was no doubt that there was no longer any suspense at this stage of the battle. 

The 2,000 people behind Chen Xiaobei were in complete despair. 

Even Wu longyin had closed his eyes in despair, ready to face the power of the enemy’s heaven 

immortal item! 

“BOOM!” 



Just as Shen Gongbao was laughing and Zhu tianzong was feeling proud of himself, an explosion 

suddenly sounded! 

They hadn’t even made a move, so where did the explosion come from? 

“Uh …” 

In the next moment, Shen Gongbao let out a miserable scream! 

No one had ever dreamed that the young man who had just become a loyal dog would actually attack 

his master! 

What was even more terrifying was that the power of this strike actually reached the peak of nine stars 

tribulation transcendence! 

Moreover, because of the high level of his cultivation technique, the power that the young man 

unleashed was even stronger than his opponents of the same level! 

Shen Gongbao had obtained the inheritance of the ancient immortal and reached the peak of the earth 

immortal realm. 

However, at this moment, Shen Gongbao was completely defenseless, and the young man’s attack was 

even more powerful. 

The outcome was self-evident! 

The young man’s palm burst out a stream of vital essence with an unknown attribute that was as 

dazzling as the stars in the Galaxy and suddenly blasted Shen Gongbao’s back. 

Shen Gongbao was sent flying and landed 100 meters away. 

you … Who are you!? 

At that moment, Lu Yue, Zhou Xin, six-eared macaque, and the six-party alliance all turned their eyes to 

the young man. 

The young man smiled indifferently and gave a poetic title in a carefree manner. 

“The divine wilderness of the great universe shakes the sun and moon, sighing that no one can compete 

with the heavens and earth! The Yellow Emperor plays with the wind and clouds, laughing at the 

supremacy of the great wilderness!” 
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laugh … Laughed at the untainted land being my supreme ruler?! 

Lu Yue, Zhou Xin, and six-eared macaque’s pupils instantly contracted, and their scalps went numb. They 

all cried out in unison, ” you … You are the eastern Emperor Taiyi!? 

The three of them had all stayed in the heaven realm before, and only they knew the meaning of that 

poetic title! 
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“Who is the eastern Emperor Taiyi? Since when did the earth-god Realm have such a peak Supreme 

martial artist? This is unbelievable!” The people of the six-party alliance were all dumbfounded. They 

didn’t know who Taiyi was, and they didn’t know where he had come from. 

“That senior is not a traitor! He’s scheming against the enemy!” At the same time, Wu longyin and the 

2000 survivors all cheered in surprise. 

At first, they thought that Taiyi had betrayed Chen Xiaobei in order to survive. 

Now, they knew that Taiyi was not a traitor. He was just using his intelligence to help Chen Xiaobei break 

out of a dead end. 

actually, I’ve always been one of bro bei’s men! 

that’s right! Taiyi grinned. bro bei and I have been acting like we don’t know each other all this time. We 

were waiting for this attack! 

As soon as he said that, everyone came to a realization. 

He had thought that this was Shen Gongbao’s perfect plan. 

He did not expect that Shen gongpao would fall into Chen Xiaobei’s trap. 

“Whoosh …” 

100 meters away, Shen Gongbao’s body had been blown up. His Dharmakaya had escaped with his 

Yuanying. 

His Dharmakaya was also cultivated by a God-level cultivation technique, so it could ignore the heavenly 

demons and evil Arts in the ruins. 

It was a nine-meter-tall celestial being in a black robe. His hair and beard were flying in the wind, and a 

Halo of Dao runes floated behind his head. The pressure he exuded was countless times more powerful 

than his smashed body! 

At the same time, the nine-toothed rake flew out along with the corpse and was caught by Shen 

Gongbao’s Dharmakaya. 

In other words, the attack just now had only destroyed Shen Gongbao’s physical body. 

With his current cultivation at the peak of the nine-star earth level deity, the defense power of his 

complete Dharmakaya could also reach the same level. 

In addition to the nine-toothed rake, Shen Gongbao’s overall combat strength was not consumed. 

“Elder Zhu! I’ll block Chen Zhufeng! You helped me cripple Taiyi! But don’t kill him!” Shen Gongbao 

roared with extreme anger. 

“No problem!” 

Zhu tianzong was very confident. After all, with the lunar divine Pearl, Taiyi would not be a celestial 

immortal no matter how strong he was. Only death awaited him! 



“You’re called Tai Yi, right?” Zhu tianzong sneered and said,”you’re very smart. Unfortunately, your 

intelligence is meaningless!” Because you didn’t kill exalted immortal Shen! The outcome of this war will 

not change!” 

“I’m just a little smart! Bro bei was the smart one! His intelligence is enough to turn the situation 

around!” Taiyi shrugged his shoulders and smiled indifferently. He was not afraid of the lunar divine 

Pearl at all. 

“Hmph! You’re still counting on Chen Zhufeng?” 

you’re useless! Zhu tianzong said disdainfully, ” Shen shangxian is holding a heavenly fairy weapon to 

stop Chen Zhufeng. Even if he had wings, he wouldn’t be able to save you! To turn the situation around? 

What a joke!” 

“Just open your eyes wide and see clearly.” Taiyi’s tone was calm and he had complete trust in Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“Alright! Then I’ll wait and see how Chen Zhufeng will save you!” Zhu tianzong shouted angrily and 

raised his hands, holding the Pearl above his head! 

“Go to hell!” 

Zhu tianzong’s face was full of confidence. He did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could change the 

situation and save Taiyi. 

With Shen gongpao behind him, Zhu tianzong did not have to worry about anything. 

“Chi Chi …” 

The six-eared macaque suddenly played a special note on the lute in its hand. 

This special note was supported by vital essence and shot directly at Zhu tianzong. 

Originally, Zhu tianzong could have easily blocked the musical note as the six-eared macaque was only a 

one-star earth immortal. 

However, at this moment, Zhu Tian Zong was full of confidence and defenseless. 

Moreover, the six-eared macaque had quietly approached Zhu tianzong while he was talking to Taiyi. 

As a result, the sound note that was not too strong made Zhu Tian Zong unable to Dodge and was hit 

directly! 

“Oh … Ahehe …” 

Zhu tianzong revealed a wretched smile as if he was hypnotized. He danced and even threw away the 

dark sky divine Pearl. 

“Swish!” 

Taiyi was quick to react. He immediately took the Pearl and put it into his storage bracelet. 

The storage dimension was an independent existence. 



This was equivalent to cutting off the spiritual connection between Zhu tianzong and the heavenly Yin 

divine Pearl. 

Zhu tianzong would not be able to control it unless he took out the heavenly Yin divine Pearl. 

“Mo lihai! Are you crazy?!” 

Lu Yue and Zhou Xin’s eyes widened as they looked at him as if he was a lunatic. 

“Heh, I’m not mo lihai at all!” 

 ” of course! six-eared macaque smiled and said, ” the real mo lihai was captured by bro bei a long time 

ago! I’m six ears!” 

“What?” 

Lu Yue and Zhou Xin’s world view was shattered, and their eyes almost popped out of their sockets. 

Never in their dreams would they have thought that mo lihai, who they had spent so much time with, 

was actually a six-eared macaque! 

how could this be!!! 

100 meters away, Shen Gongbao also let out a hysterical scream! The practicing body was trembling 

with anger! 

Just as Taiyi had said, Chen Xiaobei’s intelligence was enough to turn the situation around! 

Shen Gongbao thought he was smart and thought that he had already killed Chen Xiaobei. He did not 

expect that six-eared macaque would be Chen Xiaobei’s hidden chess piece. From the very beginning of 

the plan, he had been lurking around Shen Gongbao! 

This wave of ambush had been going on for a very long time! 

Even though six-eared macaque had lost contact with Chen Xiaobei, he did not need to contact Chen 

Xiaobei in advance to plan this! 

From the moment Taiyi feigned his surrender, six-eared macaque already knew what he had to do! 

Approach Zhu tianzong, control him, and cut off Shen Gongbao’s left and right arms! 

This move could be called a God-level hidden chess piece! 

“BOOM!” 

While everyone was still in shock, Taiyi did not stay idle. He turned his palm and suddenly hit Zhu 

tianzong’s sea of Qi dantian. 

There was nothing unusual where the palm landed, but behind Zhu Tian Zong, countless star radiance 

and true Yuan shot out like thousands of arrows. 

Obviously, the purpose of this attack wasn’t to destroy Zhu tianzong’s physical body, but to severely 

injure his spiritual body and nascent soul. 



“Ugh …” 

Zhu tianzong woke up from the hypnosis due to the excruciating pain. He vomited a mouthful of blood 

and sat on the ground. He couldn’t even get up.”What’s going on? Where … Where did my heavenly Yin 

divine Pearl go? Exalted immortal Shen, save me … Save me …” 

“Save you?” 

Taiyi laughed. bro bei could attack at any time. Shen gongpao wouldn’t dare to come! Do you still expect 

him to save you?” 

It was obvious that Taiyi was slapping him in the face! 

He was slapping Zhu tianzong’s own face with his own words! 

“Lu Yue!” Shen Gongbao indeed didn’t come back to save him, but he let out a loud roar. 

Lu Yue understood tacitly and immediately took out a small dark red gourd. 

There was still a variable! 
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3064 Illusionary immortal gourd 

As one of the outstanding disciples of the tribe of severity in the primitive times, Lu Yue was definitely 

not to be ignored! 

Sure enough, when Shen Gongbao was restrained and Zhu tianzong was half-crippled, Lu Yue was the 

one who turned the situation around! 

Taiyi, be careful! 

Six-eared macaque knew what Lu Yue was capable of, so it reminded him loudly, ” “That’s the illusionary 

immortal gourd! It was a peak earth-god instrument! His ability is very strange!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Before he finished his words, Lu Yue had already activated the power of the illusionary immortal gourd. 

With a strong energy fluctuation, a wisp of smoke-like true essence emerged from the gourd. 

In the blink of an eye, the flying Fairy that had appeared under the moon in the North Sea appeared in 

the smoke! 

Her skin was as fair as snow, her hair was tied up in a high bun, and her silver-white, wide-sleeved 

flowing flower dress fluttered in the wind like flowing water. She was so beautiful that nothing could 

compare to her! 

Before today, this fairy had appeared many times in the North Sea. 

Six-eared macaque had seen him before, so he thought he was a real person. 
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It was only later that he found out that the fairy was Lu Yue’s illusion created by the illusionary immortal 

gourd. 

In fact, they were not real people at all. 

That was why Shen Gongbao said that the Jade Rabbit beauty was nothing. 

“Small tricks!” 

Taiyi smiled disdainfully and waved his hand, sending out a beam of vital essence as dazzling as the 

stars! 

“Woof!” 

It was like the Milky Way hanging in the sky! Taiyi’s true essence instantly crushed over! 

Although they were both at the peak of the earth level deity realm, Taiyi’s combat strength, which had 

been enhanced by many factors, was definitely above the illusory fairy! 

bang!!! 

With a muffled sound, the illusory fairy’s body exploded, turning into smoke and dispersing. She had no 

power to fight back at all. 

“The one surnamed Lu! Are you kidding? What’s the use of this lousy magic treasure?” Xu gengnian’s 

face was full of disdain, and he looked at Lu Yue as if he was looking at an idiot. 

“Everyone calm down. The right way is to join forces and fight back. This Lu guy is unreliable!” Zhao 

Wanji and Canaan Yu’s eyes were also filled with contempt. In an instant, they lost all confidence in Lu 

Yue. 

“Shut your stinky mouths! My shizun hasn’t even used his full strength yet!” Zhou Xin’s face turned cold. 

Although his cultivation was low, he had a strong aura. The pressure of an ancient immortal enveloped 

the area, and the young masters of the three major forces immediately shut up, not daring to say 

anything more. 

“Whoosh …” 

As expected! 

The next moment, the smoke that had dispersed gathered again. 

However, this time, the illusion that was condensed was no longer the flying Fairy, but Taiyi’s illusion. 

“Interesting!” 

Taiyi raised his eyebrows and praised, ” Lu Yue is indeed an outstanding disciple of the tribe of severity. 

Under the heaven realm, he can actually make such a mysterious magic weapon! 

“You’re too kind, Eastern Emperor!” 



Lu Yue had an introverted personality and was very low-key and calm. my illusionary immortal gourd is 

only at the peak of the earth immortal realm. If you reach the celestial immortal realm, this Dharma 

Treasure will be useless. 

“You’re too humble!” 

After careful observation, Taiyi said,”if I’m not wrong, this Dharma Treasure of yours can replicate all 

enemies below the celestial immortal realm!” Under the premise of equal strength, he could stand in an 

undefeatable place! It can be considered very exquisite!” 

“Is Emperor Dong really that shallow?” Zhou Xin sneered. 

“Ha, why haven’t you learned anything from your master’s calmness?” 

Taiyi smiled and said, ” the replicated illusion can make you invincible. If you add Lu Yue’s best poison 

technique, you’ll be invincible among those of the same level! The point was that the illusion could be 

formed again after it was destroyed. As long as there was enough spiritual energy, it could even kill a 

true immortal! If not for that, how could that little gourd be worthy of my attention?” 

Zhou Xin’s expression stiffened and he was speechless. 

Lu Yue said in a deep voice,’since the Emperor of the East has seen it so clearly, are you willing to 

surrender directly? After Chen Zhufeng dies, we’ll be partners. I really don’t want to hurt you. After all, 

treating poison is very troublesome!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as Lu Yue finished his words, the Taiyi illusion replicated by the illusionary immortal gourd was 

covered with a layer of black mist. 

There was no doubt that it was a poison personally developed by Lu Yue! 

It was a poison that could kill Taiyi! 

Seeing this, Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu immediately stood on the fence and praised,”Mr. 

Lu, you’re indeed a reclusive Almighty, to have such a powerful magical treasure! This junior truly 

admires you!” 

Whether they could turn the situation around or not depended on Lu Yue. Even if these three were to 

slap their own faces, they had to flatter Lu Yue. 

At the same time, the 2000 people behind Chen Xiaobei were getting nervous. 

“Senior Taiyi seems to be in big trouble! That illusion has the same power as senior Taiyi, and with that 

strange poison, it’s completely undefeatable!” 

if senior Taiyi is defeated, the enemies will immediately join forces to deal with Childe Chen. We’ll need 

at least three more minutes before we can use the black blade. We’re in deep trouble! 

“This is really troublesome! Childe Chen has planned everything, and he’s used all his tricks, but he still 

can’t break through the enemy’s trap … Are we destined to die Here …” 



The situation in front of them was really not optimistic, so it was reasonable for everyone to be worried. 

“Hahaha! Chen Zhufeng! What else do you have to say!” 

Shen Gongbao laughed proudly again, ” “I’ve said it before, you can’t break out of this dead end! Only I, 

Shen Gongbao, will have the last laugh!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and gave an answer that no one expected, ” “If that’s the case, I can 

only escape!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei held the demonic Dragon’s edge in one hand and used the earth escape divine gourd in 

the other. He then fell into the ground. 

Seeing this scene, the 2000-odd people instantly exploded.”Childe Chen Ran away! He doesn’t care 

about us anymore! He didn’t even save senior Taiyi! Childe Chen, are you really that heartless?” 

“You want to run? Stop dreaming! Eat my rake!” 

Shen Gongbao roared loudly and suddenly waved the nine-toothed rake. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The power of a divine immortal burst out. With a wave of the nine-toothed rake, a 30000-meter long 

rake Dharma image burst out! 

The nine long nails were all a thousand meters long, and they struck into the ground! 

The 30,000-meter-long rake suddenly pulled, and a 10000-meter-deep chasm instantly split open in the 

ground! 

The rake moved upward once again, and the vast land with a radius of 10000 meters was directly flipped 

over like a pot lid being opened. 

Before Chen Xiaobei could escape the area, the 30000-meter long rake pulled him out of the ground. 

“Hahaha … You want to escape? Even if you have wings, you can’t escape from my Five Finger 

Mountain!” Shen gongpao laughed out loud. He had finally managed to kill Chen Xiaobei. It felt so good! 

“Idiot!” 

Chen Xiaobei jumped out of the ground and laughed. “Do you really believe me when I say I’m going to 

escape? Then I say, tuo Xiang, are you going to soak yourself in the toilet?” 

“You … What do you mean?” Shen Gongbao was stunned. He suddenly felt that something was wrong. 
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 “What do I mean? Turn around and take a look!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly, as if everything was under his control. 
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“What?” 

Shen Gongbao turned around and was dumbfounded. 

“Whoosh …” 

At this moment, the nine heavenly lock net was already heading toward Lu Yue! 

Earlier on, Chen Xiaobei had already taken out the nineclock heavenly net to divert everyone’s 

attention. 

It was just that the ninesuns Sky Net had been flying in the air all this time and did not immediately 

launch an attack. 

Not only Shen gongpao, but everyone else did not expect that Chen Xiaobei would activate the ninesuns 

Sky Net the moment he said he was going to escape! 

you … You’re luring the Tiger out of the mountain!!! 

Shen Gongbao screamed as he suddenly realized something. 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan to escape was just a cover to distract Shen gongpao so that the nineclock heavenly 

net could reach Lu Yue without any hindrance. 

Although the earth escape immortal puppet had burned thirty billion points of spiritual energy, this bait 

was too big. 

However, without fragrant bait, how would Shen Gongbao, who was so cunning, fall for the bait? 

It was because Chen Xiaobei’s escape was so realistic that not only did he deceive Shen gongpao, but he 

also deceived everyone! 

“Not good! Quickly run!” 

Lu Yue was shocked and wanted to retreat. 

After all, the ninesuns Sky Net is at the heavenly immortal level. Even if he had the illusionary immortal 

gourd, he would definitely not be able to resist. 

Seeing this scene, the enemy camp immediately became like ants on a hot pan, instantly in a mess. 

“Whoosh …” 

Taiyi seized the opportunity and released a beam of vital essence as brilliant as the Milky Way. 

This true essence was like a huge ring of light, trapping all the enemies within. 

The fifty or so senior executives of the six-party alliance were only seven to eight-star earth Immortals. 

They could not break out of Taiyi’s vital essence at all. 

Zhu tianzong was seriously injured and couldn’t run away. 

Just as the nine heavenly lock net was about to fall, Lu Yue stepped forward. 

“Everyone, don’t panic!” 



let’s break Taiyi’s ethereal force! Lu Yue shouted. the three young masters and I will work together to 

break Taiyi’s ethereal force! We’ll try our best to escape! We can’t let Chen Zhufeng catch all of us! 

“Alright!” 

Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu were all earth Immortals of the late nine-star realm. They were 

working together to use all their strength to help Lu Yue break Taiyi’s Galaxy true essence. 

This was the only way the three of them could escape. 

“The power of a peak earth-god is still too weak …” 

Taiyi frowned slightly, a little displeased. if I were stronger, I would never have let them escape! 

“Listen to my command! One! Two! Three! Make your move!” 

go! Lu Yue shouted and activated the illusionary immortal gourd, making the Taiyi illusion in the black 

mist attack with all its might! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

However, at this moment, three sharp sword hums came from behind. 

“Ah … Ah … Argh …” 

Just as Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu were about to attack, their dantian was stabbed three 

times from behind. 

 the three of them screamed and spat out blood. Their bodies were weak and they knelt on the ground, 

completely losing the ability to resist. 

“It’s you!” 

Lu Yue was shocked. Never in his dreams would he have thought that there was a variable hidden 

behind him! 

“It’s me! I’ve always been Chen Zhufeng’s man!” 

It was an extremely beautiful woman. Her brows were like swords, full of heroic spirit, and her eyes 

were as bright as stars. However, under her beautiful face, there was a strong killing intent that exuded 

from her bones! 

That’s right! 

She was Qin Yitian! 

“Aren’t you the only direct disciple of the Blood Moon Swordmaster? How did you become Chen 

Zhufeng’s man?” Lu Yue was dumbfounded. 

He would never have thought that Qin Yitian, who represented the Blood Moon Swordmaster in this 

scheme, would be a hidden chess piece! 

From the very beginning, Qin Yitian had not said a single word. She had almost no presence! 



At this moment, when everyone had almost forgotten about her, she used Heavenly Sword in her hand 

to give the enemy the most fatal blow! 

“Young lady, come out quickly!” 

Taiyi activated his true essence and pulled Qin Yitian out of the Galaxy true Essence’s circle. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, the nine heavenly locks net completely enveloped him. 

Lu Yue, Zhou Xin, Zhu tianzong, Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, Canaan Yu, Poseidon, and more than 50 high-

level officials of the six-party alliance. 

In the blink of an eye, they were all captured! 

“How could this be? “How could Qin Yitian betray us? how could my plan fail? impossible! This is 

impossible!” 

From a distance, Shen Gongbao shrieked hysterically as if he had been greatly stimulated. He was about 

to go crazy. 

A moment ago, he thought that he had killed Chen Xiaobei. He thought that after losing to Chen Xiaobei 

countless times, he could finally use this battle to win back the chanism’s trust and win the reward from 

the heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

At this moment, reality gave him a hard slap in the face, making him fall directly from the happy heaven 

to the cruel hell! 

He could not beat Chen Xiaobei! He would not be able to regain the trust of chanism! Heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi’s reward was nothing but a daydream! 

“Chen Zhufeng! I’m going to kill you!” 

Shen Gongbao’s Dharmakaya was burning with anger, like a bloodthirsty demon. At this moment, all he 

wanted to do was to eat Chen Xiaobei’s flesh and drink his blood. 

“Come on! There was only one minute left before the Dragon’s edge could be used! I hope you can 

catch me!” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and activated the earth escape Holy gourd, once again 

burrowing into the ground. 

Earth escape immortal Gu’s effect could last for three hours every time it was activated. 

But as long as he could hold on for another minute, Chen Xiaobei would be able to use the demonic 

Dragon’s edge to kill Shen gongpao! 

“Exalted immortal Shen! Calm down!” 

At this moment, Lu Yue used all his strength to shout, ” “Where there’s life, there’s hope! If you let the 

demonic Dragon tribulation digest the demonic essence, you will lose your life!” 

“No! I’m going to kill him!” 



Shen Gongbao had gone crazy. He activated his primordial spirit realm to the maximum and locked onto 

Chen Xiaobei. Then, he swung the nine-toothed rake at Chen Xiaobei. 

However, the earth escape immortal puppet was also a heaven immortal tool, and its speed was no 

slower than the nine-toothed rake. 

Chen Xiaobei used his golden gaze fiery eyes to change his direction and avoid Shen gongpao’s attack. 

“Exalted immortal Shen! This game was over! You can’t kill Chen Zhufeng!” 

Lu Yue continued to roar,”think about it!” If you fall into Chen Zhufeng’s hands, he will take away your 

cultivation! I’ll take away your nine-toothed rake! Then, I’ll make your soul scatter! You’ve lost 

everything, but Chen Zhufeng is getting stronger! Is this the result you want?” 

“This …” 

Shen Gongbao was stunned in the air as if he had been struck by lightning. 

“Exalted immortal Shen! You can’t kill Chen Zhufeng with your own hands! However, it would definitely 

not help him become stronger! Otherwise, you will be a sinner of chanism! You will never be able to rise 

again!” Lu Yue continued to persuade him. 

“Good! I’m leaving!” 

Shen Gongbao took out a returning bracelet, opened a space gate, and fled in a hurry with endless 

shame and anger. 

“Bro bei! Should we chase?” Taiyi asked as he locked onto the spatial gate that had yet to close. 
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“I’m not chasing.” 

Chen Xiaobei jumped out from the ground and said, ” I don’t know where Shen Gongbao’s returning 

bracelet leads to. If we go after him, we might not be able to defeat him. We might even cause more 

trouble! 

“Yes.” “Shen Gongbao can’t do anything anyway, let him be,” Taiyi nodded and said. 

“Yup! We’ve caught so many big fish in this net, Shen Gongbao’s one won’t make a difference!” Six-

eared macaque grinned and said, ” bro bei, do you have spiritual stones? Let me become this Lu Yue! 

I’ve been coveting his cultivation base, memories, and poison techniques for a long time!” 

When Lu Yue heard this, his expression became very ugly. He knew that the six-eared macaque’s ability 

was very powerful. Once it transformed into a human, it would look exactly the same, but it would also 

be able to obtain the memories and abilities of the other party. 

There were many secrets in Lu Yue’s mind, including some high-level layout of the clan of 

enlightenment. 
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If six-eared macaque found out about this, all the effort put in by the chanism’s higher-ups would go to 

waste, and they might even fall into Chen Xiaobei’s trap. 

you must have consumed a lot of spiritual stones to become a peak earth immortal, right? ”  ” I’ve put 

all my spiritual stones into the heaven-immortal instrument for this battle. I only have a little more than 

200 million upper-grade spiritual stones left … Chen Xiaobei said. 

“200 million? that’s not even enough … six-eared macaque pouted, ” “Although my ability is powerful, 

the stronger I become, the more spiritual Qi I will consume! To become a peak-stage earth immortal, 

you need 50 billion upper-grade spirit stones!” 

“It doesn’t matter!” 50 billion is not a lot. Lu Yue is already in my hands. There will be plenty of 

opportunities later to turn you into him! Chen Xiaobei said. 

 ” that’s right! If I take away his cultivation, can you transform? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Steal his cultivation?” 

Six-eared macaque’s eyes lit up. “Yeah! The Xuanyuan family had already spread the news that bro bei 

could take away Xuanyuan zhengyong’s cultivation! If that’s the case, you can take away Lu Yue’s 

cultivation and turn him into an ordinary person. One mid-grade spirit stone is enough to turn me into 

him!” 

“This is simple!” 

“Yitian, come here!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Why?” Qin Yitian’s expression was as cold as ice, but she was very obedient to Chen Xiaobei. 

I’ll give you Lu Yue’s peak earth immortal realm cultivation! 

Chen Xiaobei then used God’s greed to extract Lu Yue’s cultivation and sent it into Qin Yitian’s body. 

what … What kind of cultivation technique is this … It’s so magical … 

Before Qin Yitian could react, she felt her cultivation level rising. I … I’ve actually reached the peak of 

nine stars tribulation transcendence … This is too amazing … 

Seeing this, Taiyi frowned and said, ” “This is the evil magic of the demons! If I’m not wrong, although 

this evil technique is very effective, the side effects are also very great!” 

“Right!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. once a person gains his cultivation through this method, his soul will 

be implanted with a mental demon contract. He will then be controlled by the seven demonic gods of 

hell. If he dares to resist, he will be killed by the mental demon contract! 

this … Doesn’t this mean that my life is in the hands of the seven demonic gods of hell? ” Qin Yitian’s 

eyes widened. She became nervous. 

“Silly girl, don’t be afraid.” “You think I would harm you?” Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

of course you won’t harm me … But I can’t figure it out … 



“It’s because of the Blood Moon sword owner’s demonic curse that I have to obey Him!” Qin Yitian 

frowned. Now that the curse hasn’t been lifted, you’re giving me another heart demon contract? This … 

What am I supposed to do?” 

“I’ll tell you the truth. I have a friend, and all the demons in the world are his descendants!” I’m going to 

ask him to help you get rid of the demonic curse. At the same time, I’ll also get rid of the mental demon 

contract. Isn’t that killing two birds with one stone? ” 

how … How is this possible?! “Your friend is really that powerful?” Qin Yitian asked in disbelief. 

“If you don’t believe me, you can ask Taiyi.” Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

Qin Yitian blinked her beautiful eyes and looked at Taiyi. 

Although it was the first time they had met, Qin Yitian could feel the unfathomable aura of an Emperor 

from Tai Yi. He must be a super big Shot with a strong background! 

that’s right. Bro bei’s friend is very, very powerful … “Although I don’t want to admit it, if both of us 

were at our peak, he would definitely be able to beat me!” 

that’s a relief … Qin Yitian finally let out a sigh of relief and smiled. as long as the demonic curse is lifted, 

I can draw a clear line between me and the Blood Moon Swordmaster and no longer be at his mercy! 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. Shen gongpao has escaped. He will definitely meet the Blood Moon Swordmaster 

through the six-party alliance. So, Yitian, you don’t have to go back. Just stay with me! 

“No!” Qin Yitian immediately shook her head. If I don’t go, the Blood Moon Swordmaster can activate 

the curse and make me lose my mind and do things that I can’t control!” 

“Idiot!” 

I have the Sumeru dimension. As long as you enter it, you will be disconnected from the dimension 

where the Blood Moon Swordmaster is. He will not be able to affect you! When I find my friend, you’ll 

be free!” 

“Meru space? then, let me in quickly … Qin Yitian was really afraid of the Blood Moon Swordmaster, so 

he said impatiently. 

“Good! You can go in first and stabilize your cultivation and get used to Lu Yue’s Dharmakaya.” Chen 

Xiaobei then sent Qin Yitian into the Meru space. 

“It’s my turn next!” 

Six-eared macaque took out a mid-grade spirit stone and activated his special ability. 

At this moment, Lu Yue was an ordinary person without any cultivation. 

The effect of the special ability took effect very quickly. The six-eared macaque turned into Lu Yue’s 

exact form. 

Of course, the six-eared macaque was interested in the secret in Lu Yue’s brain and his most powerful 

poison technique. 



As for his cultivation, it was only a matter of time before the six-eared macaque digested Lu Yue’s 

memory and went to find other targets. 

After the transformation, the six-eared macaque quieted down. It was completely immersed in Lu Yue’s 

vast memories. 

“Bro bei, how should we deal with this big fish?” Taiyi glanced at the 50-odd people on the ground and 

asked. 

these guys are quite strong, and their status isn’t low either. It would be a pity to kill them … 

but, if I want to make them my loyal dogs, I’ll have to use super heavenly dog biscuit. It’s a waste to 

exchange for it directly. I can’t contact Xiao Tianquan either … I’m stuck in a dilemma … 

“Bro bei! You were just talking about how powerful your friend is, how could you forget about him 

now?” Taiyi said with a smile. 

you mean … I understand!!! Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up with joy. 
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“If Rahu can break a heart demon contract, he can naturally plant a heart demon contract!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were filled with excitement.”As long as I can get Luo Yi back, I don’t need the 

heavenly dog biscuit to control the life and death of these guys! Make them listen to my orders!” 

“That’s right!” 

yes! Taiyi nodded and added, ” besides, luohou is countless times more powerful than the seven demon 

gods of hell in the earth-god Realm. Luohou’s means must be more powerful than the mental demon 

contract! 

“That’s great!” 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited. “This way, I’ll be able to solve a huge problem for me, and I’ll be able to 

obtain many loyal servants. Most importantly, I’ll be able to save a huge amount of merit points! Killing 

several birds with one stone, twice the result with half the effort!” 

Eastern Emperor Taiyi, devil ancestor Luo Yi, and wizard ancestor Di Jiang! 

The three reincarnated ancient Celestials from the winter solstice festival were Chen Xiaobei’s greatest 

fortune! Its value was simply immeasurable! 

“Then, should we go and find Luo Yi now?” Taiyi asked. 

“There’s no hurry. There’s still a great opportunity here!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and looked 

at the Black Castle in the distance. 

Taiyi also looked over and said indifferently, ” “Bro bei, do you want to destroy this entire devil nation?” 
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of course! Chen Xiaobei chuckled. the best things are all under the demonic kingdom! When I was 

burrowing just now, I accidentally saw them!” 

“Oh?” 

I don’t have x-ray vision, ” Taiyi said. bro bei, tell me. What is hidden underground? ” It’s even more 

attractive to you than this devil Kingdom?” 

“Why don’t you come with me and you’ll know?” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“Swish!” 

Suddenly, a palm-sized figure emerged from Chen Xiaobei’s dantian. 

This figure looked exactly like Chen Xiaobei. It was Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul. 

“Bro bei, what are you doing?” 

without the protection of a Dharmakaya, a nascent soul is like a ghost. It’s a very fragile spiritual body. 

Even the slightest attack will cause serious damage or even destroy it. You can’t take the risk! 

“With you following me, what’s there to be afraid of?” Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul smiled and burrowed 

into the ground. 

Different from the physical body, the nascent soul’s spiritual body could directly penetrate earth and 

stone without the help of the earth escape immortal Gu. 

“Swish!” 

Taiyi did not dare to be careless. His nascent soul Dharmakaya immediately left his body and chased 

after Chen Xiaobei. 

In comparison, Taiyi’s practicing body was as tall as he was, and he was wearing a gorgeous Imperial 

robe. The Dao rune Halo behind his head was like the Milky Way, the sea of stars, and the chaotic 

universe, which was extremely majestic and sacred. 

It was obvious that this was a perfected Dharmakaya, and its quality had definitely reached the divine 

level. 

With the protection of the Dharmakaya, Taiyi’s nascent soul was like wearing a peak earth immortal 

level armor, which was many times stronger than without the Dharmakaya. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul would be very weak without his physical body, but Taiyi’s 

combat power would not be affected at all without his physical body. He would still be able to attack 

and defend. 

From this, one could see how important a Dharmakaya was! 

Thirty thousand meters underground! 

A huge Grotto-heaven appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei and Taiyi. 

No! 



To be precise, this should be a huge corpse tomb! 

As far as the eye could see, there were many huge skeletons lined up neatly. 

Each of these skeletons was dozens of meters tall! 

It had demonic horns on its head, bat-like wing bones on its back, claws sharper than blades, and a long 

tailbone. 

this … This is a heavenly demon tomb!? 

Taiyi was shocked. although I knew there were more than one otherworldly demon corpse here, I didn’t 

expect there to be so many. I’m afraid there are more than thirty! 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and went straight to the point. “What kind of changes will happen if I 

devour these demon bones with the” phaseless chaotic body “you taught me?” 

On his way here, Chen Xiaobei had already learned this divine-level Dharmakaya technique. 

At this moment, he was about to do it. 

According to the essence of the cultivation method, there was no specific image after the cultivation of 

the ” phaseless chaotic celestial body “. 

It required the cultivator to use a secret technique to devour something before it could evolve into the 

corresponding form. 

At the beginning of the formation of the avatar, there was only one chance to devour. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to be very careful. 

If it was a heaven-immortal instrument, that would be the best choice but to Chen Xiaobei, it was too 

much of a waste. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei already had four heaven-immortal instruments, his family, friends, and 

disciples under bei Xuan faction did not even have one. 

With the help of God’s greed, Chen Xiaobei had helped many of them reach the peak of earth-god level. 

Although the increase in strength was a good thing, they would have to face the heavenly Tribulation 

that could descend at any time. 

The heavenly Tribulation was extremely dangerous, and one might not be safe even with a heaven 

immortal artifact. Without one, one would have a slim chance of survival! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to prepare some heaven-immortal instruments for those who were 

about to go through the Tribulation. 

Otherwise, giving them the cultivation of a peak earth level deity was equivalent to harming them. 

This meant that even if Chen Xiaobei had the Pearl, he could not just swallow it. He had to keep it! He 

was being responsible for his family and friends! He absolutely couldn’t be careless! 

He couldn’t devour a heaven immortal item, but he couldn’t waste his first chance either. 



To Chen Xiaobei, this was a difficult problem. 

But now, after discovering these otherworldly demons ‘corpses, the problem was solved. 

Heavenly demons were equivalent to heavenly Immortals. When they were alive, they had also trained 

their bodies and souls to reach the heavenly immortal level. 

In other words, the quality of a high-tier skyfiend’s skeleton was equivalent to a high-tier celestial 

immortal item! If he could devour a large amount of it, the effect would be even better than devouring a 

mere one-star heaven immortal artifact! 

“That’s a good idea!” 

Taiyi nodded, but still had some doubts. but, even though there are a lot of these bones, they’ve been 

turned into demonic essence over the years. Most of them have already rotted away. I’m afraid they’re 

not good enough to be used on bro bei. 

“Don’t worry! I still have one more good thing!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out a special skull from his infinite space ring. 

The skull had fangs! Horn! An exaggerated blood bone spur! Its entire body was as blue as Jade, glowing 

with a spiritual luster and full of vitality! 

The main point was that it was emitting a fierce and threatening pressure from the inside out, as if it 

was a demonic creature with an awe-inspiring evil aura! 

“What … What is this thing?” 

Taiyi looked at the blue skeleton curiously. “I feel that its aura is very similar to this Devil’s Den, as if it 

belongs to this place!” 

“This is the tiansha demonic armor!” 

I have a long history with this thing. I’ve had it for a long time. Today, I can finally put it to good use! 

Chen Xiaobei said. 
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That’s right! 

This tiansha demonic banner was a mysterious magical treasure left behind by the evil bone Demon 

King! 

Back in the spirit congealing immortal abode, Chen Xiaobei had come into contact with the evil bone 

demons. Later on, he had obtained half of the Demon King’s skull by chance, and the other half in the 

firecloud domain. 

After the two fused, the secret of the evil bone demon race was finally unraveled. 
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It turned out that this Fiend Race force had once suffered an extermination calamity. 

The entire clan, regardless of gender or age, was exterminated by the enemy! All of their corpses were 

dismembered, and their bone armor was dug out from their flesh piece by piece. 

Not only was their entire clan exterminated, but they also ended up with a tragic ending of dying 

without an intact corpse. 

Before the evil bone Demon King died, he had used his true Yuan to imprint these contents into his skull 

so that the person who obtained the skull in the future could avenge his entire clan. 

Of course, outsiders would not help him for free. 

Therefore, he had explained in the skull that as long as the enemy’s blood was sacrificed to the banner, 

the location of the sky demon Treasury would be revealed. Moreover, the banner itself was the key to 

the Treasury. 

I didn’t have much hope at first, since it might have been a story made up by the evil bone Demon King, 

but after coming here, I finally know that the otherworldly demon’s remains and the Treasury are real! 

Chen Xiaobei used his ethereal force to carry the dark blue demonic skull and flew toward the center of 

the tomb. 

Although the Yuanying was a spiritual body, it was also the carrier of the true essence of an immortal 

cultivator. 

When Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul left his body, he had also released a stream of ethereal force and 

brought the infinite space ring with him. 

bro bei, be careful! 

Taiyi’s Dharmakaya quickly followed. The Dao aura Halo behind his head was like the Milky Way, the sea 

of stars, and the desolate universe. In the dark place, spiritual light was shining, making it look especially 

sacred. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the center of the tomb, Chen Xiaobei was communicating with the Banner’s spirit and activated its 

special ability. 

An extremely strong gust of demonic Qi gushed out of the heaven evil demonic banner! 

In the blink of an eye, the demonic Qi gradually condensed into a body, arms, legs, and finally, a tall and 

majestic demonic shadow with the tiansha demonic armor as the head! 

“Wu … Wuwu …” 

In the next moment, a desolate and gloomy bugle horn sounded in the entire corpse tomb. It was like 

the military music before the Army set out, magnificent and magnificent! 

Kalala … Kalala … 

Then, the 30 skeletons of the heavenly demons around them all moved! 



As if they had regained their lives, the corpses slowly got up and knelt down on one knee in the direction 

of the demonic shadow. They bowed their heads as if they were subjects paying respects to their King. 

“Strange … Isn’t the evil bone Demon King an earth immortal? How can you make a heavenly demon 

kneel?” 

Chen Xiaobei stood beside the specter, his mind filled with questions. 

“The Royal bloodline is destined to be noble!” Taiyi followed him and said indifferently, ” even if you’re 

at the earth level deity realm, as long as you’re a member of the royal family, you can be the king in the 

eyes of the otherworldly demons! 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. if that’s the case, the evil bone Demon King’s ancestor must have 

been very, very powerful. Even these otherworldly demons had to bow down to him! 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

The next moment, a huge abyss appeared on the ground. 

Stone steps appeared one after another, leading to the bottomless darkness. 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, the specter flew down the stairs. 

Chen Xiaobei did not go down immediately. 

Taiyi was very cautious. After probing with his essence soul domain, he said, ” “There’s no danger, we 

can go down!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and followed the specter. 

Taiyi followed closely behind. 

The flight of stairs was extremely long, and they finally reached the end after going down another thirty 

thousand meters. 

this … This is not a treasure vault … 

The sight in front of him made Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrow. It was not the treasure vault he had 

imagined. 

This was a huge demon temple! 

The black tone made the entire space extremely dark and gloomy! Evil demon totems could be seen 

everywhere! The evil Dragon of the demon race was coiled around the huge stone pillar! It was majestic, 

fierce, and made people shudder! 

At the end of the temple, there was a huge throne that was a hundred meters tall! 

And on this throne sat a demon skeleton of the same size! 

This skeleton was extremely majestic. Even though it had been dead for countless years, it still exuded 

an extremely powerful King’s aura! 



The skull of this skeleton was exactly the same as the heaven-killing demonic armor. 

It was clear that Taiyi’s guess had been completely correct. This massive skeleton was the ancestor of 

the evil bone Demon King. 

Compared to the decayed demon skeletons outside, this skeleton was in perfect condition, even 

emitting a faint metallic luster. 

Anyone with eyes could tell at a glance that this skeleton’s entire body was a treasure! 

“Nine-star!” 

Taiyi’s eyes narrowed and he said in surprise, ” the hardness of this skeleton has reached the standard 

of a nine-star heavenly immortal item. It’s even infinitely close to the God-grade! 

Taiyi was surprised not because he had never seen anything of this level. 

It was because it was unbelievable that something of this level had appeared in the earth-god Realm. 

if I devour this skeleton … Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

“Don’t say” if “! Hurry up! Quickly, devour it!” 

“I’m afraid you can’t find a better target to devour in the heaven realm!” Taiyi said excitedly. 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not a wishy-washy person. He immediately focused his mind and began to practice the 

secret technique of the formless chaotic body. 

“Whoosh …” 

Gradually, Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul began to shine with the same color as the Taiyi Halo! 

It was as brilliant as the Milky Way and as deep as the desolate universe. 

“Formless chaos! Boundless chaos!” 

die! Chen Xiaobei growled, and his weak nascent soul suddenly burst with incredible power. 

“Whoosh …” 

Like a black hole in the universe, the force was extremely powerful and completely unreasonable. In the 

blink of an eye, it swept over the huge skeleton. 

Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul was only the size of a palm and could only unleash the power of a four-star 

earth-god. However, at this moment, it had completely devoured the hundred-meter-tall Nine Star 

heavenly demon Kasaya and began to digest it at an extremely fast speed. 

One had to know that it was a nine-star heaven immortal! 

Even if the current Dragon tribulation were to slash at it, it would not leave any traces! 

However, such a powerful thing had been crushed, consumed, and absorbed by Chen Xiaobei’s nascent 

soul! 



One could imagine how terrifying the “phaseless chaotic body” was! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul was surrounded by a terrifying storm! 

It was as if a spatial storm in the universe had completely shattered the Milky Way and the sea of stars, 

causing the entire universe to return to chaos! 

And in this storm, an even more terrifying figure was slowly revealing its edge! 
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3069 There’s still an opportunity 

After the storm’s baptism, the chaos reappeared! 

When everything gradually became clear, a brand new Dharmakaya was revealed! 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was still as handsome as before, but his body had grown from the size of a palm to 

the same height as his actual body! 

His entire body was flowing with a dark aura! He was wearing a set of sharp Demon King battle armor, a 

Demon King battle helmet, and a pair of giant wings that seemed to be made of Black Gold! 

If he held the Dragon’s edge in his hand, he would be like a devil God who had walked out of hell! 

Majestic, valiant, arrogant, and overbearing! 

congratulations, bro bei! Your Dharmakaya has reached the next level! 

Taiyi smiled and said, ” the physical body is real. There are many inconveniences. With a Dharmakaya, I 

can fly in the sky and burrow underground. I’m omnipotent! The Dharmakaya can not be destroyed, but 

the physical body can be thrown away!” 

“Your” phaseless chaotic body “is still the best!” 

Chen Xiaobei sighed and said, ” if it was a weaker cultivation technique, I wouldn’t have been able to 

devour the nine-star heavenly demon’s bones. Even if I could, I wouldn’t have been able to digest it so 

quickly and form a dharma body! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was not overwhelmed by joy. He was very calm and knew that the success of 

his Dharmakaya was largely due to Tai Yi! 

For immortal cultivators to form dharmakayas, a good cultivation technique was extremely important. 

If the cultivation technique was not good enough, the speed of forming the Dharmakaya would be slow. 

Even if it was successful, the Dharmakaya might be weaker than the physical body. It would be a waste 

of time and energy, which would be harmful to the future development. 

With Taiyi’s ” phaseless chaotic body “, the result was completely different. 
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Chen Xiaobei’s current physical strength was 150 million, but his defense was still at the early stage of 

the nascent soul realm. 

However, the strength of his practicing body had reached 250 million, and his defensive power was 

infinitely close to the late stage of the nascent soul realm. 

Although they had the same cultivation, the defensive power of the practicing body was two small 

realms stronger than that of the physical body. 

This was simply a huge gap, and the higher the cultivation, the bigger the gap would be! 

As Taiyi had said, as long as the Dharmakaya was not destroyed, the physical body was completely 

dispensable. Even if it was abandoned, it would not have any impact. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei’s physical body was different. It contained the witch dragon’s bloodline and 

could not be abandoned. 

However, in times of danger, Chen Xiaobei could hide his physical body and use his Dharmakaya to fight. 

This would be another life-saving measure. 

“It’s done. We can finally leave to find Luo Yi!” Chen Xiaobei kept the banner in his hand. 

Even though he did not say anything, Chen Xiaobei had already made up his mind. Since he had 

devoured the nine Star demon’s bones, he would definitely avenge the evil bone demons! 

One day, Chen Xiaobei would use the enemy’s blood as a sacrifice to the tiansha demonic banner to 

comfort the evil bone demons ‘souls in heaven! 

“Bro bei, don’t worry!” 

However, at this moment, Taiyi said, ” there’s still another great opportunity. It’d be a pity if I didn’t take 

it before leaving! 

“There’s still an opportunity?” Chen Xiaobei was surprised. “You mean the thirty skeletons in the sky 

demon corpse tomb?” 

“That’s right!” 

 ” I thought bro bei was going to eat the bones, ” Taiyi said. but since he has a better choice, we can’t 

just waste the bones! 

“What should I do?” Chen Xiaobei was a smart man. He knew the value of the bones. 

However, with Chen Xiaobei’s current ability, he could not fully utilize the value of the bones. 

In the end, he still had to consult Taiyi. 

bro bei, don’t you have the blood God’s deity-killing painting? ” Taiyi asked. 

“Right!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. but I had a chance to merge the blood God’s deity-killing painting and the 

exploding flame heavenly Army painting and upgrade it to the blood God’s deity-burning painting! 



bro bei, it seems like you really like this picture! 

I suggest that you merge your Meru space into this map, ” Taiyi said with a smile. then, you can put the 

entire demonic kingdom and the sky demon corpse mound into the space! 

“With some arrays, I can create a whole new magical treasure! Once the enemy is sucked into the map, 

it will be like falling into the demonic remains!” 

“The skyfiend corpse mound will continuously release the skyfiend essence, and the demonic soldiers of 

the demonic nation will be able to resurrect infinitely! As long as the profound Qi is not exhausted, even 

the most powerful enemy can be exhausted to death!” 

coupled with Minghe’s recovery, the 48 clones of Blood God are getting stronger. This treasure will 

definitely become one of bro bei’s trump cards! 

 Taiyi was truly a top-class ancient God. His idea was bold, but it wasn’t just a random thought. It was 

truly feasible. 

If he succeeded, this new magical equipment would be unprecedentedly powerful. 

“To tell you the truth, great minds think alike!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei grinned. I’ve been planning to make the blood God’s deity-killing painting into a 

magical treasure that can trap and kill people, just like lady Nuwa’s Mountain river Map! Yes, I’ve never 

had a good opportunity, so I don’t know where to start!” 

“Then, let’s do it now!” bro bei! Taiyi said impatiently. can you take out the sunlight cache? I’ll drive it. 

Let’s build the frame of this magical treasure as soon as possible! 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and took out the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. He then took out the sunlight 

cache and handed it to Taiyi. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out the blood God’s deity-burning painting and an independent Sumeru 

space. 

This space was not a fusion of the spirit condensation space and the poison immortal space. 

Instead, it was the treasure vault of e Huo Yuntian in fire cloud capital city. 

E Huo Yuntian had hidden the Treasury in this Sumeru space. After Chen Xiaobei had cleared out the 

Treasury, he kept this space. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei released the witch Dragon Flame from his nascent soul and activated goddess Nuwa’s 

spatial fusion spell and ju liusun’s magical treasure fusion spell. 

“Whoosh …” 

Taiyi immediately burned his life span to activate the sunlight cache’s special ability. 



Be it spatial fusion or magical item fusion, Chen Xiaobei was not a newbie. With the help of the scholar 

heart, he was able to do it without any difficulty. 

After some time, the fusion process was completed smoothly. 

from this moment on, an independent space has appeared in the blood God’s deity-burning painting. I’ll 

call it the blood God Space! 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said in a good mood, ” “Next, I’ll have to move these skeletons 

inside!” 

Kalala … Kalala … 

Chen Xiaobei willed the skeletons to stand up and line up in front of him. Then, they obediently entered 

the blood God Space. 

Seeing this, Taiyi couldn’t help but exclaim, ” “Bro bei! It seems that this avatar of yours doesn’t just 

have a form! I’m afraid there’s something else hidden in it …” 
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 “As expected, it didn’t escape your eyes!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned, his eyes filled with excitement. “After I devoured that Nine Star heavenly demon’s 

corpse, I seemed to have obtained its King’s aura! Therefore, its clansmen will listen to me!” 

Obviously, the 30 decayed bones in the tomb used to belong to the otherworldly demons, so they were 

naturally very spiritual. 

When Chen Xiaobei took out the banner, the 30 skeletons kneeled down and saluted him. 

Chen Xiaobei only needed to think about it, and the bones started to move again. They were all sucked 

into the blood God Space without any resistance. 

I was just thinking about how to subdue the millions of demon soldiers in the devil Kingdom. Now, I 

don’t have to worry about this problem at all! 

Taiyi smiled indifferently, his thoughts already thinking further. “Your avatar carries the aura of the 

ancestral King of this race of evil demons. They will naturally submit to you obediently!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, but he was still a little suspicious. although it went very smoothly at the 

beginning, I’m afraid that the later operations will be the most difficult in order to completely create a 

powerful magical treasure! 

It was obvious that the blood God Space and the blood God’s deity-burning painting had been 

successfully merged and the 30 sky demon skeletons had been collected. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had estimated that there were at least one billion demonic soldiers in the 

demonic land. The blood God Space alone would not be able to contain all of them. 

In addition, the biggest problem was how to give this magic treasure the ability to seal the enemy. 
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If it couldn’t trap the enemy, even if you took out the talisman, the mo weapon’s speed would be much 

slower than the enemy. The enemy would only need to run to escape and the talisman wouldn’t be able 

to show its use. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had to solve two major problems! 

First, expand the blood God Space! Second, give the magical treasure the ability to seal the enemy! 

“I understand your concerns!” 

Taiyi was a smart man. He knew what Chen Xiaobei was worried about. He said, ” it’s not difficult to 

expand the blood God’s space. You have Nuwa’s Sumeru fusion technique. As long as you find more 

Sumeru spaces, you can solve the problem! 

“As for the ability to trap the enemy, I have a way. The only difficulty is to find some high-level materials 

and then add a few special sealing arrays. As long as you are willing to spend time, you will succeed 

sooner or later!” 

Taiyi was very confident, and he even had a clear idea in his mind. 

As long as the materials were in place, Taiyi would have a way to complete the Dharma Treasure. 

“Alright! Then let’s deal with the matter at hand first. We’ll think of a way to find the materials later!” 

Chen Xiaobei then charged toward the ground. 

Taiyi followed closely behind. 

…… 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

On the ground, a series of strange movements once again erupted in the dark Castle. 

Although 300 million demonic soldiers had been killed, there were even more demonic soldiers left in 

the castle. 

oh no… Where did Childe Chen go? the demonic Army is going to attack again. We’re dead if he doesn’t 

come back … 

“We’re finished! From the sound of this, this wave of mo soldiers is at least twice as strong as before!” 

“If that’s the case, the demon soldiers in the castle will probably come out in full force and fight us! 

Childe Zhufeng, please come back … Or we’ll be dead …” 

Childe Chen … Please come back and save us … Please … 

The 2,000 or so people who had survived all cried out in panic. 

If Chen Xiaobei was still here, they would not be afraid at all. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei only had his physical body left and his nascent soul had left with the infinite 

space ring. No one would have the chance to use the Dragon’s edge! 

“Don’t be nervous!” 



Wu longyin frowned and stood in front of the crowd. He said solemnly, ” “I know Childe Zhufeng’s 

character. He’s the most loyal person in the world, and he would never leave us behind! I’ll hold on until 

he returns!” 

Obviously, Wu longyin had seen Chen Xiaobei fighting for justice for his disciple, even risking his life to 

get justice for his disciple! 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was a person who valued friendship and morality. 

Even if they had only met by chance, since Chen Xiaobei had protected them before, he would protect 

them from the very end! 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

The terrifying restlessness became more and more intense. On the ground in the distance, another wave 

of smoke and dust rose into the sky. It was even more intense than before, and even the entire space 

trembled. 

“They’re here … The devil nation has turned out in full force …” 

On the other side, Lu Yue let out a cold wail, ” back then, even with the nine-toothed rake in Shen 

shangxian’s hand, he couldn’t suppress the sea of demonic soldiers … If Chen Zhufeng didn’t come, all of 

you would have been dead! 

Chen Zhufeng must have run away! “That stinky brat is more cunning than a Fox. He must have sensed 

the danger and escaped!” Zhu tianzong gritted his teeth and said. 

“Damn it …” 

Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu’s faces were filled with the fear of death. They howled 

hysterically, ” “Chen Zhufeng! You coward! If you have the ability, don’t run! He’s going to fight us fair 

and square! What kind of skill is running away! Coward! Coward!” 

Poseidon, the god of the sea from the temple of the gods, was so scared that his face turned pale and 

his lips trembled. He could not even speak clearly. 

The fifty or so higher-ups of the six-party alliance were mostly the same as Poseidon. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not show up, all of them would be killed by the demonic soldiers! 

Those bloodthirsty demons would eat every piece of their flesh, drink every drop of their blood, and 

even their bones. 

And their souls would be refined by the evil technique in the sky demon corpse tomb, turning into a part 

of the sky demon essence. 

At this moment, there was only one result left in front of them! 

He died without a complete corpse, and his soul was scattered! 

a bunch of idiots. You’re so scared that you’re about to pee yourself, and you still have the face to say 

I’m a coward? ” 



Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s practicing body flew out from the ground. 

The sharp black battle armor exuded a thick ink-like flame. Together with Chen Xiaobei’s domineering 

aura, he looked like a black-armored Demon God who had descended to the world and looked down on 

all living things! 

how … How is this possible?! 

Zhu tianzong, Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, Canaan Yu … Everyone who thought that Chen Xiaobei had 

escaped was now being slapped in the face. 

As for Poseidon and the rest of the people who were scared to death, they looked at Chen Xiaobei as if 

he was their Savior. 

it’s Childe Chen … Childe Chen didn’t leave us behind … This is great … We’re saved … 

Wu longyin and the 2000-odd survivors cheered. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei looked like a demonic god, he was the only one who could save the world! 


